To our major donors and partners, your generosity is unlocking the science behind type 1 diabetes (T1D). Thank you for your dedication and leadership in the movement to treat, prevent, and ultimately cure T1D once and for all.

You are JDRF.
Major Donors and Partners

$5,000,000 AND ABOVE

Estate of Deborah Digges

The Leona M. and Harry B. Helmsley Charitable Trust

$1,000,000 TO $4,999,999

Anonymous

Ford Motor Company

Estate of Fay Harwood

Lilly Diabetes

Marshalls

Novo Nordisk
Major Donors and Partners (continued)

$500,000 TO $999,999

Advance Auto Parts
Penny and Bob Barnhill
Estates of Kathleen and Terrence Burke
The Kellogg Family Foundation
Ladish Company Foundation
Mike and Theresa Murphy Family

Daryl and David Nelms
Estate of Dorothy O’Connor
Patricia and Douglas Perry Foundation
Jones Walker
Wawa
Patricia H. Wheeler Charitable Remainder Trust

$250,000 TO $499,999

Adams Living Trust
The Aldridge Family Foundation
Estate of Thomas M. Almond
Tara and Timothy Clark
Meredith and Fielding Cocke
Estate of Charlotte Cody
Becton Dickinson
Margaret Due Charitable Remainder Trust
Pam and Frank Edmonds
Estate of Maris and Richard Fanning
Floyd’s 99 Barbershop
Fred N.S. Goodrich Charitable Remainder Trust
Michelle Griffin and Tom Parker
Rita Haddow
Harris Teeter

Ellen and Eason Leake
Pat and Carolyn McNamara Family Fund
Medtronic Diabetes
MilliporeSigma
Karen and Joe Niehaus
Nordstrom
The Bob and Renee Parsons Foundation
The Paul and Anne-Marie Queally Family Foundation
Schlotzsky’s
Estate of JoAnn Proctor Shull
Denise R. and Thomas D. Stern
Stop & Shop
Tops Friendly Markets
Vivian Vance
Walgreens
$100,000 TO $249,999

Neal Allen
Allscripts
Lisa and Steve Altman
AmazonSmile Foundation
Cathy and Rick Baier
Susan and Grant Beard
Anita and Josh Bekenstein
The Benaroya Company / Sherry and Larry Benaroya
Fran and Bruce Bergman
Martha and Brady Bohrmann
Mary Gay and Don Brady
Nicole and Chris Carlos
Edward A. Chernoff
Lau and Bea Christensen Charitable Foundation
The Jeffries Citrin Family
Estate of Albert Cohen
Cohn Family Foundation
Sheri and Dayton Coles
The Cooper-Siegel Family Foundation
Costco Wholesale
Cummings-Christensen Family Foundation
Henry D’Auria
Lisa, Jack and Rhyne Davis
Barbara and Arlo DeKraai
Dexcom
Estate of Nancy and Leo Dienhart
Paula and Tom Dille
Suzy and Sean Doherty
Estate of Nancy Ehle
Experian
The William Stamps Farish Fund
Estate of Barbara Fidnick
Fifty50 Medical Devices Houston
Fifty50 Pharmacy Dallas
Ronne and Alan Fisher
Gail and Bob Foote
Rexanne and Michael Foster
Frechette Family Foundation
Barbara and Fred Goldberg
Brett and Becky Gordon / Gordon Family Foundation
Guilford Foundation
Hagans Montgomery & Rustay Hille Foundation
Estate of Inge Humbert
Hy-Vee
IAAI
Insulet Corporation
International Paper
Trudy and John Jacobson
Kerry and Jim Jacobson
Stacey and Dave Johnson
Charles B. and Ann L. Johnson Foundation
The Kahlert Foundation
Kalman Gold Charitable Remainder Trust
Robin and Brian Kelly
F. M. Kirby Foundation
The Knapp Family Foundation
Jean and Mark Koloseike
Liz and Charlie Komar
Marilyn and Steve Kraft
Lakeside Industries
Laura and John Lally
Patricia Liberto
The LifeShare Foundation
Lift a Life Foundation
The Karen and Herbert Lotman Foundation
Macy’s / Bloomingdale’s
Tracy and John Mallory
Pat and Carolyn McNamara Family Fund
Joann and Harald McPike
Amy and Alan Meltzer
Rebekah Mercer
Miacrotto Holdings
Ereca Miller and John Shrewsberry
Nationwide Foundation
New York State Department of Health
The Nijhawan Family
Cheryl Noel-Bessette and Andy Bessette
Estate of Tim Oswald
Julie and Mike Persall
Pfizer
Melitta S. and Joan M. Pick Charitable Trust
Nancy and Dale Pollak
Rauner Family Foundation
Lisa and Jack Reed
William Reller
Estate of James C. Rice
The Robbins Family
Julie and Len Rodman
Dianne and W. Rodman Ryan
Kathleen and Peter Schwalje
Ted and Meredith Segal
Nancy and Frank Selldorff
The Seraph Foundation
Seven S Foundation
Shamrock Environmental Corporation
Holly and David Sherr
The W. W. Smith Charitable Trust
Estate of Marilyn Snyder
The Bernard and Anne Spitzer Charitable Trust
Denise R. and Thomas D. Stern
Alana Spiwak, M.D., and Sam Stolbun
Tommy Hilfiger
Tullman Family Foundation
Turner Broadcasting
The University of Pittsburgh Medical Center
Vibra Healthcare
Joe D. Wicker Charitable Remainder Trust
Barbara and Bill Young
Linda and John Zimmerman
Nicole and Rick Zorich

Major Donors and Partners (continued)
$25,000 TO $99,999

Michelle Abbey  
Abbott Diabetes Care  
Abby’s Friends  
Terry and Jay Ackley  
Wendy and Jeff Adams  
Adelante SCM  
AD, ESA Chicago  
ADESA Phoenix  
Aeroterm / John Cammett  
Aimbridge Hospitality  
Kathy Albert  
Steve Aldridge  
ALEX AND ANI  
Mary and Dick Allen  
Alliant Insurance Services  
Alphanumeric Systems  
Alpine Children’s Charity  
Sarah and Michael Alter  
American Center for Philanthropy  
ComEd / Exelon  
The AmerisourceBergen Foundation  
AmerisourceBergen  
Ametek  
Megan and Keith Anderson  
Apollo Jets  
Helene and Allen Apter Foundation  
Suzanne and David Arch  
Dawn Armstrong and Walter Pisco  
Estate of Frances Arno  
Ascensia Diabetes Care  
The Ashton Real Estate Group of RE/MAX Advantage  
ASI  
Sandra and Joel Aslanian  
Aspen Re America Insurance  
Astellas Pharma US  
Audi of America  
Bain Capital Children’s Charity  
Ball Corporation  
Bargain Hunt  
Earlene and Bob Barnes  
The Bassuk Family Foundation  
Adriana Bauzá and Gerry Powderly  
BB&T Bank  
Jennifer and John Beard  
Bernard G. and Estelle S. Bechhoefer Charitable Remainder Unitrust  
Elizabeth Ann Beck Foundation  
Sharon and Jeff Becker  
Becker Family Foundation  
Sara and John Beggans  
Alison and Martin Bell  
Benchmark Electronics  
The Bendit Foundation  
Marc Benioff  
Jennifer Bennett and Douglas Mays  
Berge Auto Group  
Bonnie and Joel Bergstein  
Berkot’s Super Foods  
Beth McCaw and Yahn Bernier  
Lise and Tom Bessant  
Joyce Bianco  
Rosie and Anthony Biondo  
Aine and Tony Bisciglia  
BKD Foundation  
Melissa and Damon Blaco  
Andrew Blevins  
Blue Cross & Blue Shield of Mississippi  
Bluegreen Vacations  
Mike Boyle  
Boyle Family Foundation  
Kay and Tim Bradley  
Carolina and Tom Branch  
Karen Braswell  
Amber and Clay Bretches  
Anastasia and Nicolas Brien  
Debbie and Dave Brown  
Jessica and Colby Brown  
Kathleen Brown and Mark Mayward  
Linda and Robert Brown  
Brubaker Family Foundation  
Mary Lou and Stewart Bruce  
Trish and Rick Bryan  
Buford Family Foundation  
Pat and Matt Bullock  
Mary Elizabeth and Jeffrey Bunzel  
Jamie Burgdorfer  
Morgan and John Burnham  
Britta Bushnell and Brent Kessel  
Juli and Samuel Bynum  
California Institute for Regenerative Medicine  
Louis Yager Cantwell Private Foundation  
Carrie and David Carlson  
Caroselli, Beachler, McTiernan & Conboy  
E. Rhodes and Leona B. Carpenter Foundation  
Lisa and Rob Carpenter  
Vanessa and Roy Carroll  
Thomas E. and Marian S. Carter Charitable Remainder Trust  
Cartoon Network  
The Thomas and Agnes Carvel Foundation  
Karen and Jay Case  
Donna and Andy Cash  
The Catholic Foundation  
CDVS Foundation  
Chainlink Services  
The Rhoda and David Chase Family Foundation  
Chicago Title  
Children’s National Health System  
Chipotle Mexican Grill  
Katherine and Eric Church: Chief Cares Fund of The Community Foundation of Middle Tennessee  
The Cigarette Store  
Civil Engineering of Columbia  
Toni and Tim Clark  
Clark Construction Group  
Estate of Harold Dow Clock  
Lea and Matthew Cohn  
Elsie and Josephine Colombo Charitable Trust  
William Conley Jr.  
Connections Academy  
Maureen Conway and Marc Thompson
Beth and Todd Cook
CopperPoint Insurance Companies
Amy and Steve Coyer
Credit Suisse
Crescent Hotels and Resorts
Crippled Children's Foundation
Lauren and Marvin Daitch
The Dallas Foundation
The Daniel Foundation of Alabama
Danish Diabetes Academy
Jackie Darken
Julie and Glenn Davidson
Delta
Delta Dental
Delta Tau Delta
The Paul DeMatteo Charitable Fund
The Derfner Foundation
Leanne DeShong
Nanette and Stephen DeTurk
DHR International
The Dierkhising Family
Kim and Richard Dinkel
Discover
Michelle Dolansky and Todd Hitt
Diane and Joe Dollison
The Richard and Kathleen Donnelly Family Foundation
Allison and Derek Dooley
Mary and Lemuel Doss
Douglas J
The Dove Family Foundation
Megan and Steve Dragich
Mickey and Larry Drennan
Drive Against Diabetes
Estate of James Duewel
Duff & Phelps
Duty Free Shops
Marilyn Easly
Katama and Jay Eastman
Jodie and John Eastman
Colleen and John Economos
Mary Ellen Edmonds
Leigh and Rob Edwards
Marci Eisenstein and John Treece
Kristy Ekleberry
Gina and Rex Ellison
Robert and Rita Elmen Foundation
Empower Federal Credit Union
Anne Esposito
Jane and Andrew Evans
Marcia and Rick Ezequelle
Anna and Andrew Fagg
Sarah and Mike Faircloth
Susan and Tom Faries
Rebecca and Daniel Farrington
Blake and T. J. Fechser
The Feeney Family Foundation
Kelly and Carl Fellbaum
Ferraro Family Foundation
Sybil, Debra and Joel Fields
Fifty50 Medical Devices SW Ohio
Fifty50 Pharmacy Austin
Fifty50 Pharmacy Fort Worth
Lisa and Mark Fischer-Colbrie
Michael T. and Ashley Fisher Family Charitable Fund
Kathleen Fitzpatrick and John Passalacqua
Susan Flint and Michael Leirdahl
Foglia Family Foundation
Janet and Ken Follansbee
Cynthia and Edsel B. Ford II
Fortress Investment Group
Cathleen and Kenton Fourman
Franklin Family Foundation
Franklin Templeton Investments
Jane Freedman and Mark Iafra
Gail and Bill Freeman
Ruth and Gregg Freishtat
April Freilich
Samantha and Marc Furstein
Jolene and Steve Gabbay
The Gadd Family
Estate of Dorothy Galish
Krista and J. P. Gallagher
Robert E. Gallagher
Charitable Trust
Ted Galloway
James A. Gammon
Charitable Foundation
Kelly and Daniel Gay
Lauren Schorr Geller and Martin Geller
Genentech
Kelly and Steve Gentry
Genuardi Family Foundation
Estate of Brian F. Geraghty
Germain BMW of Naples
Judy Ginzburg and Stanley Meyers
Morris Glickman Foundation
GM Financial
Karen and Bob Goodall
The Goodenough, Rafanelli and McKinnon Families
Beth and David Goodes
Melvin R. Goodes Family Foundation
Debbie and Steve Gordon
Julie and Robin Goytia
Linda and Robert Graham
Amy Grant and Vince Gill
William Graves
Ann, Gray, Heidi, Jennifer and Paul Gregory
Kenneth Griffin
Lynn and Mark Griffis
Kayla and Gerold Grodsky
Eve and Tony Guernsey
Catherine and Christian Haase
Patty and W. Fred Hagans
The Haley Family Foundation
Chulee and James Hallick
Barb and Erick Hallick
Patty and Chip Halverson
Susie and Thornton Hardie
Harley Marine Services
Randie and Robert Harmelin
Katrina Harvie-Watt and Marc Faerber
Laura and Mark Hawkins
Katherine and Bryan Hawkom
Kim and Brad Hayes
Julie and Michael Hellmers
Highmark
Kathy and Jim Hipps
Hoag Memorial Hospital Presbyterian
Erin and Thomas Hoffman Jr.
Marie and Roger Hogan
Audrey Hohman
HOK
Gibson E. Holden Foundation
Holiday Management Foundation
Tiffany and Rob Horton
The Eric D. and Steven D. Hovde Foundation
The Howard Family Foundation
Emily and Jason Hubbard
John Hughes
Roxane and George Hume
Anne and Sam Hummel
Huntington Bank
Jon and Karen Huntsman Foundation
Hurlbut-Johnson Fund of the Silicon Valley Community Foundation
Courtney and Bill Hyder
Indian Creek
The Ingraham, Lorenz, and Dierkhising Family
Georgia and Doug Ingram
Elizabeth and Frank Ingrassia Foundation
IntelliCentrics
IntriCon
Douglas Jacoby
Estate of Anita Jacoby
Jameson, Babbitt, Stites & Lombard
The Jeffries Family
Christine Jensen
Nan and Keith Jensen
Dianna and Doug Johnson
Johnson & Johnson Diabetes Care Companies
Hannah Jones
Nancy and Don Jones
Cristina and Quincy Jones
JTM Construction
Sarah and Ron Jury
K&H Printers
Jill and John Kampfe
Laurie and Tom Kane
Edward H. Kaplan Revocable Trust
Kearney & Company
Keefe Group
Kemper
Amy Kiefer and Bjorn Marius Eriksen
Kiewit Corporation
Carla and Michael Kilbane
Elisabeth and Greg Kimmel
Kindred Healthcare
Sharyn and Gene Kinney
Kirkland & Ellis
Janice Gross and Stephen Klar
Jody and Lew Klessel
Lisa and Todd Klumok
Heidi and Rick Knight
Alice F. and Cortland J. Knipe Charitable Trust
Mona and Paul Knopp
Jessica and Bill Koenigsberg
Kohl’s
Teresa and Steve Korniczky
Kosair Charities
Sue and Wade Kotula
Theodoros Kouris
Cindy and Steven Kramer
Kroger
Kroner Family Foundation
Kurowski Shultz LLC
Laboratory Corporation of America
Marisue and Joseph Lacher
Estate of Kenneth and Nancy Ladd
Sharon and Hal Lampert
L’Amy America
Suzette and Marshall Lang
Debi and John Lashar
Lazlo’s Brewery & Grill / FireWorks Restaurant
Todd Leap and Mark Little
Doreen Leeds
Legacy Funeral Group
Stephanie and Doug Leventhal
Lexicon Pharmaceuticals
Beth and Ernie Leyendecker
Lipsig Family Foundation
Liquor Library
Lockwood International
Londen Companies
Louisiana Fire Sprinkler Association
Kathleen and Harold Ludwig
Tara and Brian Luing
Susan and Daniel Lundberg
Magellan Corporation
Melinda and Dean Maines
Tammy and Ronald Malone
Gina Marku
The Tony and Renee Marlon Charitable Foundation
Heather and Mark Marrocco
MARS
Liz and David Marshall
Shawna and Randall Martell
Jun and Uzal Martz
The Mason Family
Virginia Mason
Stasia and Damian Mate
Maxon Precision Motors
Melanie and Jeff Mayer
Anna and Mark Maynard
Mary Kay and Keith McCaw Family Foundation
Anne and Penn McClatchey
The McConnell Foundation
Raymond and Gloria McDaniel Donor Fund
McDonald Carano
Shauna and Patrick McFeeley
Jennifer and Mike McGuire
Sally Brown McInnes and John “Mac” McInnes Foundation
McKinsey and Company
Linda McMurry
Mercer Family Foundation
Merck
Merrick Pet Care
Metro Portland New Car Dealers
Midwest Heritage
Millennium Partners
Erika and Rick Miller
Julie and David Miller
The Miniat Companies
Ronald Miniat
Lisa and David Miniat
Cathy and Tony Misitano
The Mitchell Family
Joseph Mitchell
Judy and Howard Mock
Cindy Mogul and Elliot Feldman, Esq.
Kelly Molitor
Estate of Patricia Molloy
Greer and Andy Monin
Thomas J. Moran Family Foundation
Pia and Alan Morris
Mia and Rich Mosher
Mount Sinai School of Medicine
Patty Sue Mozart
Heather and John Mozart
MRG Marketing and Management
Nicole and Todd Muirhead
Sheppard Mullin
Leah and Leo Mullin
Mutual of Omaha Bank
National Basketball Association
Barbara Neal
Debbie and Stephen Newman
Kate and Bob Niehaus
Raseel and Jamil Nizam
Karen and Rick Noble
Janice and Dan Norman
Helen and Mike Norona
North American Properties
Northern Tool and Equipment
Shelby Notkin
Lisa and Rick Novak
Novant Health
Stacy and Daniel Nutkus
Peggy and Dayton Ogden
O’Neal Steel
Sylviane Ouellette and John Cammett
Shelley and Graydon Page
Cindy and Bob Pallet
Tamara and Steve Pann
Papé Machinery
Jane Parker and Francis Cosentino
Jennifer Pascucci and Anthony Lubrano
Cindy and John Paul
Paul Hastings LLP / Eric R. Landau
PDI
Perot Foundation
Mary and Robert Perrot
Cathryn and Chris Perry
Nancy Petry and William White
Bonnie and Alan Petsche
Kim and Phil Phillips
PhRMA
Anne and Robert Pillion
Pioneer Natural Resources
Jill Plant and James Nichols
Angie and Jon Platt
The Pocono Charitable Foundation
Post Acute Medical
Potawatomi Hotel & Casino Heart of Canal Street
Melinda and Rick Poulton
Anne and Robert Powderly
Thomas Powderly
The Praisner Family Foundation
Prime Electric and The Prime Foundation
Prism Hotels and Resorts
The PrivateBank
Marc Pryde
Qualcomm
Kendra and Erik Ragatz
Judy and Tony Ragunas
Raising Cane’s
Michelle and Matthew Rankin
Barbara Rapaport
Cindy and Steve Rasmussen
Estate of Edith Pieper Rawlins
The Reinalt-Thomas Corporation
Lisa and John Reisman
Missy and Steve Reller
Republic Finance
Nancy and Donald Resnick
Clara Restrepo and Rick Roman
Estate of Rhea Reynolds
Phyllis Rick
Ricos Products Company
RMI Direct Marketing
Jaimie and Jon Robinson
H. English and Ermine Carter Robinson Foundation
Roche
Lisene Rockefeller
Kristi and Greg Rogerson
Tina and Steve Romaniello
Ruth Roper
Linda Rosen
Michele and Stan Rosen
Renee and Edward Ross Foundation
Kathi and Louis Rotella
The John J. Sacco and Edith L. Sacco Charitable Foundation Bank of America, N.A., Co-Trustee
Safeway
Pam and Bill Sagan
Sagewell Partners
Jack and Anita Saltz Foundation
Renee and Robert Samuels
Sanofi
Ruthann and Rick Sargent
William Sargent
Rebecca and Chris Schiller
The Richard M. Schulze Family Foundation
Schindler Family Foundation
Estate of Mildred M. Schlageter
Schlumberger
Julie and Scott Schnuck
Schneur Family Foundation
Valerie and Greg Schube
Jodi and Alan Scott
Sequent Energy Management
Sessler
Valerie and Lee Shapiro Family
Mike Sheehan
Sherrard, German & Kelly, P.C.
Jaleen and Michael Siekman
Ellen and Morton Silver
Cherryl and Steve Simms
Jill and Marc Simpson
Jan and Jim Sinegal
Wendy and Travis Sjostrom
The Skynyrd Foundation
Jane and Bob Slezak
Smoker Friendly
Jennifer and Dave Sobocinski
Sonora Quest Laboratories
Lauren and Lawrence Sorrel
South Green Elementary
Southeast Alabama Medical Center
Southern Glazer’s Wine and Spirits
Roy M. Speer Foundation
Emily Spitzer and Eric Lewis
Dan Springer
The Stahl Family Charitable Foundation
Joseph F. Stein Family Foundation
Wendy and Mike Stephenson
The Sternlicht Family Foundation
Sonja and Mark Stevens
Amelia and Adam Stewart
Melissa and Mike Stock
Estate of Bernard Stolbun
Store Capital
Strack & Van Til
SugarCreek
Donna and Hollis Sullivan
Lanette Suttles
Sycuan Band of the Kumeyaay Nation
TEAM Schostak Family Restaurants
John Tedeschi
Maggie and Greg Tepas
Stacy and Todd Teter
Karen and Ted Thielens
The Thomas Foundation
The Thorp Family
Sharlyn and Wade Threadgill
Bonnie Tisi
Tom Scott Toyota
Touchstone Communities
Toyota Motor Sales, USA
Transwestern RBJ
Travelers Insurance
The Traylor Family and Traylor Brothers
Joseph Trepani
Tracy and Chris Turner
University of South Florida
Marie and Rich Unnerstall
UPS
USB Financial Services
Valero Energy Foundation
Bridget and David Van Eekeren Charitable Fund
Vanderbilt University Children’s Hospital
Venables Bell and Partners
Janine and Rex Verley
Vistakon
Lina and Christian Waage
Edith and Richard Wald
Lisa and Neil Wallack
Walmart Foundation
The Walsh Family Foundation
Walsh Construction
Leo and Sydelle Ward Foundation
Victoria and James Warmington
Webcor
Erin and Kevin Wehrenberg
Joan Weisman
Wells Fargo Bank
The Welo Family
Deborah Welsh and Brad Hollinger
Betty and Bill Werner
Karen and Dale White
Whitlock / Whitlock Family Foundation
Elizabeth and Fred Wiese
Wilkinson Walsh + Eskovitz
Barbara and Byron Williams
Beth and Lee Williams
Jennifer and Dustin Williams
Patti and Steve Winegar
Sherry and David Winkler
Joanie and Karey Witty
Kathy and Jack Womack
Ellen and Stavely Wright
Yolles Charitable Foundation
David Yurman
Zachys
Jan Zhang and Greg Yakim
Active Pledges

$1,000,000 AND ABOVE

Anonymous

Katherine and Eric Church: Chief Cares Fund of The Community Foundation of Middle Tennessee

Rexanne and Michael Foster

The Kellogg Family Foundation

Ladish Company Foundation

Amy and Alan Meltzer

Patricia and Douglas Perry Foundation

Chara Schreyer and Gordon Freund

In Memory of Libby O’Neal White Shannon by her Family

Barbara and Bill Young
$500,000 TO $999,999
The Benaroya Company / Sherry and Larry Benaroya

Henry D’Auria
Barbara and Arlo DeKraai
Pam and Frank Edmonds
Ronne and Alan Fisher

Hille Foundation
The Mason Family
Marlene and Bruce Saltzberg
Renee and Robert Samuels

Alana Spiwak, M.D., and Sam Stolbun

$250,000 TO $499,999
AeroTerm / John Cammett

Mary and Dick Allen
Cheryl Noel-Bessette and Andy Bessette

Cummings-Christensen Family Foundation
The Dove Family Foundation
Tammy and Steve Fitzgerald
Kerry and Jim Jacobson

Kurowski Shultz LLC
Lipsig Family Foundation
Melinda and Rick Poulton
Barbara Rapaport
Sonja and Mark Stevens
The Thorp Family
Sharlyn and Wade Threadgill
$100,000 TO $249,999

Marci and Todd Abbrecht
Diane Adams
Helene and Allen Apter Foundation
Charlene and Ron Arrington
Jennifer Bennett and Douglas Mays
Martha and Brady Bohrmann
Kirk and John Brady
Mary Lou and Stewart Bruce
Mary Elizabeth and Jeffrey Bunzel
Carrie and David Carlson
Vanessa and Roy Carroll
Karen and Jay Case
Edward A. Chernoff
Tara and Timothy Clark
Lauren and Marvin Daitch
Jackie Darken
Lisa, Jack and Rhyne Davis
Laura and Robert Fraley
Genuardi Family Foundation
Ann, Gray, Heidi, Paul and Jennifer Gregory
Guilford Foundation
Patty and Chip Halverson
Kim and Brad Hayes
Highland Capital Management and NexBank
Kathy and Jim Hipps
Holiday Management Foundation
Keefe Group
Marisue and Joseph Lacher
Niki and David Levy
Lewis-Sebring Family Foundation
Shauna and Patrick McFeeley
Peggy and Dayton Ogden
Kay and Jay Proops
Mimi and Bob Schwartz
Ted and Meredith Segal
Seminole Hard Rock Hotel and Casino - Hollywood
Marc and Robyn Sidoti and the Robert and Sheri Freedman Family Foundation
The Traylor Family and Traylor Bros., Inc.
Tracy and Chris Turner
Marie and Rich Unnerstall
Bridget and David Van Eekeren Charitable Fund
Ellen and A. Paul Victor
Lisa and Neil Wallack
Deborah Welsh and Brad Hollinger
Elizabeth and Fred Wiese
Joanie and Karey Witty
Patricia and Larry Wright
BETA Society

The BETA Society recognizes people who have included JDRF as a beneficiary in their estate plans. The list below honors BETA Society members who made new planned-giving commitments to JDRF in 2017.

Katherine and James Adams
Kara Alaimo
Peter Alaimo
Susan Alaimo
Sarah and Michael Alter
Anonymous (20)
Barbara Arman
Jonathan A. Barbrey
Elizabeth and Brian Barger
Dolores Bartel
Andrea and Tim Barton
Kathleen and Roger Batsel
Carol and Darwin Bears
Carole and Robert Beauregard
Janet Ellis Beerman
Lise and Tom Bessant
Michelle and Michael Bieber
Julie and John Biebrich
Susannah and James Biel
Marylee and Larry Boorujian
Lorry and Collin Bottrill
Mike Boyle
Jennifer and Michael Brady
Linda and Bob Brown
Joan Brunett
Andrea and Kenneth Burgman
Betty Burns
Dr. Frances Callamari
Barbara Cammett
Kelly and John Cantillon
Carol and Ken Carl
Robert Blake Carpenter
Shari and Robert Cashman
Drs. Jessica and Randy Castle
Tara and Timothy Clark
Kathy Cleeland
Lea and Matthew Cohn
Marilyn and John Connelly
Maureen Conway and Marc Thompson
Jennie and Donald Costner
Tammy and Rick Craft
Grace and Sandy Curtis
Dee and Tom Davis
Margaret and Randall Decker
Karen and Eric Deitz
Sandra Derr
Skip Duncan
Debbie and George Durban
Katama and Jay Eastman
Barbi and Stanley Eisenman
Barbara and Bruce England
Sarah and Mike Faircloth
Julie Feest
Marilyn Lipsitz Flax and Robert Flax
Tracy and Mark Foss
Becky Susman Gaible
Lisa and Phil Gates
Martha George
Stanley Greenspon
Betsy and William A. Groff
Janice Gross and Stephen Klar
Jeffery Hall
Susan M. Hall
Crystal Harris
Beth and Greg Heaton
Elizabeth and James Heitner
Blaine Hellman
Maura Hudson and Gerard Speirs
Dr. Andrea Jack and Matthew Varey
Brian Jackson
Jill Joffrion
Drs. Kathleen and Atheer Kaddis
Nancy and Mike Kammerer
Jill and John Kampfe
Tiffany and Eliot Kaplan
Carelle Karimimanesh
Kimberly and Jeffrey Karitis
Kathy Kavolinas
Sivia Kaye
Esther G. Kerr
Chandra and Edward Kim
Laurel and Shelby Kimball
Heather and Rick Koff
Margaret Langford
Elena Lipkins
Dr. Hillary Lockemer
John MacAdam
Amy Maggard
Kathy and Robert Maiocco
Gwen and Marc Malone
Lisa and John Marquardt
Chris Martinez
Molly and Patrick McAleer
Barb and Gene McClatchey
Suzanne and Steve McGuinn
Carolyn and Pat McNamara
Amanda and Reynolds Mlars
Deborah and Dameron Midgette
Kellie and Scott Mingus
Susan and James V. Nelson
Monica and Tom Nilsson
Debbie North
Mark Norton
Peggy and Dayton Ogden
Margot Ozyp
Stephanie and Robb Pantano
Lisa and William Papa
Ruth Patrick
Tamara Polish
Diane Peltzer
Cindy and Mike Petefish
Theresa and Burt Peterson
Jeffrey Picow
Anne and Robert Pillion
Wendy Poe and Tom Calvin
Rebecca and Bill Power
Amanda and Joseph Proia
Michelle and Matthew Rankin
Samantha Redden
Maureen and L. Patrick Reedy
Michelle Temple Reza
Nancy Rich
Mary Kay and Bradley Rockwell
Catherine and Ernest Rongish
Jill and Lou Rotella III
Sandy and Guy Russo
Zena and Fred Sacks
Kate and Josh Sandfoss
Dr. Michael Sandler
Dr. Marta Satin-Smith and David Smith
Diane Scherer
Wendy and John Schmidt
Jessica and Brian Shankey
Komal and Sunny Sharma
Lisa Shephard
Monet Silva and Renee Ruybal
Gail and Gary Staples
Kate and John Stepanian
Jackie and Rob Steward
Donna and Logan Stone
Joan and Cary Stratton
Karlyn and Peter Sullivan
Meade B. Thayer
Joanne Thompson and Tom Roose
William S. Timmons
Cherie and Mark Tipsword
Rosemary and Reed Tupper
Francine and Jon Vorhees
Nick Wagner
Drs. Rochelle and Joshua Waldman
Cindy and Clay Walsh

Kathleen and Paul Warren
Diane P. and Robert J. Weidner
Astrid and Paul Weismann
Jamie Weissburg
Elizabeth Welker
Pauline Walton West
Cynthia and Matt White
Marcia Wilson
Kenneth Winn
Sharon and David Wright
Launched in January 2017, the JDRF T1D Fund is the first and only scale, mission-driven venture philanthropy platform exclusively focused on investment in early-stage T1D commercial opportunities. The Fund leverages the scientific and other expertise of JDRF as well as its network to conduct rigorous due diligence on new opportunities, catalyze co-investments and support companies post-investment.

**$5,000,000 AND ABOVE**

The Leona M. and Harry B. Helmsley Charitable Trust

---

**$1,000,000 TO $4,999,999**

Anonymous (2)

Meredith and Fielding Cocke

The Family of Merrill Eastman

Cynthia and Edsel B. Ford II

Stacey and Dave Johnson

John and Heather Mozart

Denise R. and Thomas D. Stern

The Paul and Anne-Marie Queally Family Foundation, Inc.

List is inclusive of all T1D Fund donors as of March 31, 2018
$500,000 TO $999,999

Lisa and Steve Altman
Cathy and Rick Baier
Susan and Grant Beard
Edward A. Chernoff
Kimberly and Bill Chisholm
Tara and Timothy Clark
Cummings-Christensen Family Foundation
Lisa, Jack and Rhyne Davis
Suzy and Sean Doherty
Pam and Frank Edmonds
The Family of Robert Edwards III
Ronne and Alan Fisher
Lisa and Ted Gardner
Barbara and Fred Goldberg
Brett and Becky Gordon / Gordon Family Foundation
Family of Lillian “Lil” Jordan Hyder
Trudy and John Jacobson
Robin and Brian Kelly
Liz and Charlie Komar
Sara and Andy Kurtzig
Lau and Bea Christensen Charitable Foundation
Ellen and Eason Leake
Kate and Gregg Lemkau
Tracy and John Mallory
Joann and Harald McPike
Mike and Theresa Murphy Family
Daryl and David Nelms
Karen and Joe Niehaus
Lisa and Jack Reed Jr.
Ted and Meredith Segal
Nancy and Frank Selldorff
Holly and David Sherr
Mrs. Eileen and Ambassador Ronald Weiser
Jenny and Duston Williams

List is inclusive of all T1D Fund donors as of March 31, 2018
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